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Driving in very high speed, going from the wrong side of the street and drinking and driving are few
of the very common driving offences for which people are penalised and sent to jail. Dangerous
driving is not only bad for the driving personnel but it may be the cause of loss of property and life
as well. According to the UK government law, dangerous driving offences can be divided into two
aspects.  First if a person control of driving is incapable of driving and second if the vehicle is
dangerous and is not good for road and still is used for driving related purpose then that too can be
a part of dangerous driving offences.

Driving in the wrong manner and condition can lead to Death by dangerous driving. In such
situations, the guilty person or the driver might have to suffer exceptional hardship. In an
exceptional hardship, a person is penalised in a strong manner. This penalisation can happen due
to many reasons, it can happen for loos of property, frequent accidents or even death by dangerous
driving. The license of the driver is banned for a few years so that the person cannot drive any kind
of vehicle for the mentioned period in an Exceptional hardship. But like all laws this too has some
loopholes and a proper drink driving solicitor can help you out of this problem and let you know
about the various things that you can do to prove the allegations wrong.

Every year there are lot of people of nearly every age group that suffer from accidents, out this
entire percent of victim 30 percent of people die every year due to irresponsible driving. Make this
world a better place and save yourself and your family from life threatening situation.
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For more information on a Exceptional hardship, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the a Death by dangerous driving!
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